
School Age Materials Resource Guide
Effective school age care environments require a diverse range of materials that must meet the needs of

all enrolled students. Meeting these specific needs requires crafting activity areas geared for younger

children, while simultaneously challenging older students in the group. For this process to flow smoothly,

group leaders and program directors must think intentionally about how activity areas are set up, and what

materials they present to students. 

 

This toolkit is designed to help school age educators maximize the potential of their activity areas and

materials while following best practice and developmentally appropriate care. Material in this guide will

be sectioned off in accordance to the School Age Care Environmental Rating Scales Updated (SACERS-U)

tool, that is currently used to assess quality in school age program care. This toolkit should be used

alongside materials provided by the North Carolina Rated License Assessment Project (NCRLAP), the North

Carolina Division of Child Development and Early Education (DCDEE) licensing rule book Chapter 9, and

the National Center for Afterschool and Summer Enrichment (NCASE) School Age Tip Sheets. Materials

from NCRLAP can be accessed by website at ncrlap.org. Information from the DCDEE can be accessed by

website at ncchildcare.org. Information from NCASE can be accessed by website at

childcareta.acf.hhs.gov. It is important to remember that these tools and resources were specifically

developed to enhance the school age program experience and should be approached with a mindset of

ongoing quality on a daily basis.

 

Material in the Quick Tips sections will indicate licensing regulations or SACERS-U recommendations. 

 

 

 

North Carolina CCR&R
School Age Initiative 



A Good Foundation

Before dealing with materials and activity area set up, some specific program coordination foundations must

be in place. One of the most important parts of facilitating an effective school age program is securing a set

program space. For some programs, this space is a designated room for school age care separate from other

age groups. Having a designated school age room provides more freedom for teachers and students because it

reduces competition for classroom set up, storage, and scheduling. Securing a designated school age space

also can aid in SACERS performance and licensing compliance.

For other school age programs, a designated

space is not a viable option. Shared spaces like

school, community, or early education settings

require extra thought and preparation. The most

important factor to remember when working

within a shared space is cooperation. Make sure

to form a healthy relationship with the other

programs who are also using the space. Also

know exactly what spaces your school age

program can use and at what times. In public,

charter, or private school settings, this

cooperation often means forming a relationship

with cafeteria staff, art and physical education

teachers, computer lab staff, and the principal.

Having a working relationship and

predetermined expectations will help relieve

scheduling issues and will provide set contacts

for questions. 

Remember to include your local licensing

consultant in any school age space decision.

Starting a school age program or expanding a

current program to include a new space

requires approval from your local DCDEE

licensing consultant. 

 

This process is required for early education

centers who already have an existing early

education license. Making sure to include the

DCDEE in your decision will provide you with

extra support and keep your center safe and

legal. 

 

School age coordinators using a shared space in a child care or community center, must form a cooperative

relationship with both the center director and any supporting staff. Many school age programs using space in

child care and community centers, often share classrooms that are utilized by younger children. Take time to

account for any school age materials that need to be added daily, and where these extra materials can be

stored. Program coordinators should also know and understand any scheduling conflicts that could surface with

shared space use. In addition to indoor classroom settings, the use of spaces like outdoor play environments,

food preparation areas, and multi-purpose rooms should be scheduled so that school age students are

separated from younger children. 

Quick Tips



Storage and Set Up

Program coordinators must have an effective storage and set up procedure to keep activity

areas and materials rotated and in good condition. Activity materials have little benefit if

they are unused, damaged, or not accessible to school age students. 

 

Storage space is subject to the size and location of the school age program. Programs with

access to storage closets and cabinets should make an effort to organize materials subject

to activity type to reduce confusion and material loss. It might also be worth the effort to

purchase plastic bins and tote boxes to store specific materials for easy rotation. One issue

that commonly affects programs with larger storage areas is clutter and retention of broken

materials. Take time to throw out old materials that are unusable to increase safety and

organization. 

 

For programs with less storage space, program coordinators must be resourceful. Storage

cabinets are great for shared spaces or smaller rooms. Materials can be placed in these

cabinets for easy use, and many cabinets have the ability to be locked and secured. 

 Program coordinator offices and resource rooms are also great places to store extra

materials if access to a separate closet is not available. 

Quick Tips
In addition to storage, material and

activity space set up is important. When

creating a set up schedule for a school

age program, coordinators should

develop a routine for group leaders and

program staff. Having a structured room

arrangement for each activity area will

ensure that group leaders can complete

program set up easily and quickly. For

programs using a shared space, having

access to roll carts can make this

process easier on group leaders, and

can provide a usable storage area for

material totes and boxes. 

 

 To meet best practice in school age care, program coordinators should ensure that all activity

areas are represented in the program with adequate materials and resources. Having activity

area signs for students to read or recognize will ensure that all learning skills are being

developed. Implementing an organized storage and set up routine also allows the program to

function with the least amount of resistance possible. 

 

 

When thinking about set up and storage

it is important to note that the SACERS-

U assessment looks heavily at the

promotion of independent play. This

means that the materials presented to

students are labeled. 

 

Properly labeled materials will help

students during play and will also aid in

organization and cleaning transitions. 



Incorporating strong materials into a school age program goes hand-in-hand with student

accessibility. The best learning materials cannot be experienced and used if students do not

have independent access. The easiest way to encourage free student access to materials is

to use age appropriate shelving. Open shelving under four feet provides students of all ages

the opportunity to choose the materials they want with ease. These shelves also reduce

supervision blind spots caused by larger storage units. 

 

Accessibility also requires intentionally presenting materials in a way that fosters open

engagement among students.  When placing materials on shelves, store them in baskets or

containers that students of all ages can easily open. Label these containers with the name of

the material, and preferably include a picture to help students who are just learning to read.

Having materials stored in organized, accessible containers helps students recognize what

materials are available for play. Moreover, these containers help teachers quickly clean up

and rotate themes throughout the program year. 

Making Learning Possible

It's inevitable, students will get tired of materials if they are not rotated. Group leaders and

program directors need to make a conscious effort to explore the interest of students to

keep them engaged and ready to learn. The SACERS-U assessment highlights the

importance of including a wide range of materials for students as stated in subscale 4. While

this subscale doesn't highlight how often materials need to be changed, it is essential to

rotate materials to stimulate learning and reduce negative behavior issues.

 

An easy way to judge when materials need to be rotated is to observe the play and learning

of the students. Which materials are not being used? Are certain materials not being used in

the right way? Are the students constantly stating that they are bored? Asking these

questions will help determine when to open the storage closet and rotate materials.

 

Another method to rotating materials is through lesson plans. Setting out new materials that

correlate with new lesson plan themes will ensure that materials are constantly refreshed in a

thoughtful way. Changing materials with the seasons is also an effective way to introduce

new play and learning options to students. Program coordinators and group leaders should

mark the program calendar with rotation days, which offers a quick reminder, especially

when the stress of everyday coordination overshadows materials planning.   

Rotating Materials 



Arts and Crafts
 Four Categories of Arts and Crafts

Materials

Drawing Materials :

 

 

Paints:

 

 

Collage/Sculpture:

 

 

 

Crafts:

Pens, Crayons,

Colored Pencils

Tempera,

Watercolors

Modeling,

Playdough, Clay,

Wood Construction

Weaving, Origami,

Jewelry Making,

Embroidery

Types of Materials
When equipping a strong arts and crafts area, group

leaders should have an adequate number of material

categories present for students to use. Meeting the

"Good Level" indicators on the SACERS-U scale requires

at least one type of material from three of the categories

in the list to the right. Having an ample number of

materials will ensure that all students have a chance to

create without an extended waiting period. 

 

To score within the "Excellent Level" section of this sub-

scale, the materials must "give children the opportunity to

learn new and more complex skills." The SACERS-U tool

defines complex skills as activities like embroidery,

weaving, and wood working. 

Condition:
It is essential for all programs to ensure that all arts and crafts materials are in good condition. Markers need

to have caps attached and should not be dried out. Pencils need to be sharpened or have the ability to be

sharpened by staff or students. Paints and clay need to be accessible and not dried to the point that they are

no longer usable.

 

Crafting tools associated with woodworking, pottery, and weaving must also be in good condition when made

accessible to students. Make sure to judge the types of crafting tools with the age and maturity of the students

in care. Tools and materials that are unusable or in good working order need to be removed from play to

ensure that they are not included in material rotation. 

Quick Tips
Cost effective art and crafts tools are not hard

to find. Wooden spoons and kitchen utensils

can be used with clay and molding to add

diversity to play. Yarn, paints, and weaving

materials are common sights at

consignment and discount shops. Being

creative when looking for craft tools can help

stretch every program dollar. 

In relation to SACERS-U assessments, arts and crafts

materials that are not in good condition will not be

included in the materials count for this section. Group

leaders and program coordinators need to conduct

regular checks of all art supplies to ensure that

materials are ready for use and not simply collecting

dust on a shelf. Regularly rotating arts supplies helps

ensure that art materials are always in good order, and

that students continually have new ways to express

thier creativity. 



Arts and Crafts
Individual Expression

 High quality arts and crafts experiences require free student expression. Both the DCDEE and

NCRLAP highlight the importance of letting school age students have the ability to use art

materials in ways that encourage independence and personal preference. While teacher led

art projects can be incorporated into school age lesson plans, these activities need to be

limited. 

 

Having a well stocked arts and craft area as an every day center is an easy way to enhance

student performance. A free art activity area provides students with a space to be creative

with little stress. A daily art and crafts area also creates a dedicated space for a school age

programs to place larger art structures, tools, and displays. All of these additions work

towards building a more engaging indoor environment centered around the contributions of

the students. 

 

Below are some examples of art specific materials

that will enhance creativity:

 Weaving rack

Easel  

Pottery table or

wheel

Over head projector

Wood working table

PVC building area

Art display shelf

Embroidery table

Quick Tips
Many of these larger art

structures can be found

cheaply online and through

discount stores. They can also

be created in-house with

PVC, wood, or other recycled

materials. 

 

Utilizing parent and

community resources is a

great way to find good art

structures at a fair price. 

Long Term Projects
When looking at the higher range of the arts and crafts sub scale, include long term art

projects into lesson plan development. NCRLAP considers long term projects as art activities

that encourage complex skills that take place over multiple days in a month. 

 

One key point to remember with long term art projects is storage. Having a dedicated art

storage space in a closet or classroom reduces the chance for art destruction. It also provides

an easy way for students to have quick access to their project when they want to continue

working.



Music and Movement
Music and movement materials offer students the ability to express creativity with a wide range of gross

motor and fine motor mechanics. A strong music activity area introduces different learning mediums that

cannot be replicated in any other center. The SACERS-U tool is open-ended on how music and movement

materials are used in the school age classroom. Subscale 20.5.2 states that a well equipped music and

movement area contain at least two separate materials groups. These materials must be present for at least

30 minutes daily. Group leaders are not required to have a designated music and movement area. Teachers

only need to ensure that materials are set out and accessible for students to use. Having a music box filled

with music materials is a great alternative for school age classrooms using a shared space or limited to a

smaller area. 

Types of Materials

SACERS-U Music and Movement Groups

Recorded Music:

 

 

Dance Props:

 

 

Musical

Instruments:

CD's; MP3's;

Cassettes

 

Scarves; Dance

Clothes

 

Tambourines;

Drums; Shakers;

Music Sticks

Music materials don't have to break the bank. Making music

materials with everyday products provides students with low

cost instruments that build upon arts and crafts skills.

Instruments like drums, shakers, and music sticks can be

constructed from items found outside or around the center.

Building quality instruments promotes student buy-in, and in

turn increases the likelihood that these materials remain in

good condition. Moreover, it is always cheaper to make new

music materials than to purchase through a retailer or online. 

Activity Requirements

The SACERS-U scale and DCDEE licensing rules highlight that music and movement activities function as part

of a high quality school age curriculum. SACERS-U subscale 20.3.1 and 20.3.2 state that music and

movement activities should be conducted at least once a week. These activities include a wide range of

examples like singing during group time, allowing students to choose a CD to dance to, and encouraging

students to conduct a music parade with instruments. Combining these smaller activities with larger, monthly

musical events help strengthen this subscale and the creative experiences of all students in the program. 

 

Some examples of great monthly activities include: 

Guest musical performers

Program wide dance performances

Participation in choral or instrumental group presentations  



Blocks and Construction
Types of Materials
Blocks and construction materials provide students with safe and effective ways to explore development,

physical manipulation, and problem solving. Crafting a strong block and construction center is an easy way for

students and teachers to incorporate STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) concepts through gross

motor and fine motor play. 

 

The SACERS-U scale provides some specific guidelines to the types of materials that must be included in a

blocks and construction area. Below are some examples of developmentally appropriate blocks and

construction materials included in the SACERS-U assessment (Subscale 21).

 

 

 

To meet the "Good" and "Excellent" requirements for the SACERS-U tool,  blocks and construction areas must

be accessible to students daily. Carpentry materials only need to be included in this activity area to achieve

Subscale 21.7.2. For this subscale to be scored complete, carpentry activities need to be conducted at least

monthly with direct teacher supervision. Providing students with proper eye-wear during carpentry work is

highly recommended by the SACERS-U tool. 

 

One recommendation for creating an effective block and construction area is the inclusion of accessories.

Subscale 21.5.3 states that a blocks and construction area needs to be equipped with an acceptable number

of "various" accessories students can use to enhance learning experiences.                                                                 

Block Materials  Interlocking Construction

Materials  

Wooden Blocks

Cardboard Blocks

Tree Cookies

Carpentry Materials

Lincoln Logs

PVC and PVC

Connectors

Legos

Kenex 

Hammer and Nails

Soft Wood Pieces

Wood Clamps

Sand Paper

Wood Working Table

 

People  Vehicles Animals

Life-Like People

Non-Superheroes

Dolls

 

Small Cars

Larger Vehicles

Trains

Aircraft

Boats

 

Play Farm Animals

Jungle Animals

Play Pet Examples

Stuffed Animals

Dinosaurs

 



Blocks and Construction
Space
Blocks and construction materials are often larger in size. For students to properly play and

learn with these materials, program coordinators should provide ample play space. The

SACERS-U places more emphasis on space requirements for block and construction play.

Subscale 21.5.2 states that the blocks and construction area should be large enough for three

students to use the area at the same time. The tool does not specify a set area size, so it is up

to the discretion of the school age teacher to properly apply this subscale to the classroom

environment.                                                                                                                                                                    

Quick Tips

A key aspect of any quality school age

classroom is comfort. Students learn

best when the environment meets

their physical needs. Placing carpet or

foam pads in the blocks and

construction area will provide comfort

for students playing on the ground. If

your center uses a gym or cafeteria,

think about ways to provide students

with some form of softness and

padding for this activity area. 

Another consideration when thinking about

space is storage. Blocks and construction

materials take up a larger amount of space.

The size of storage materials like shelves,

plastic bins, and  boxes need to be

factored into the total area of the activity

space. Placing too many shelves can easily

overtake the available play area and leave

students with little room to interact and

explore. Creating a mock center layout

before moving heavy materials and

equipment will help address any potential

issues.                                                                                              



Dramatic Play
Dramatic Play Area

Dramatic play provides students with a chance to express their creativity and imaginative play. Creating a

usable and engaging dramatic play area allows students to fine tune their social and emotional skills in a safe

and productive environment. As with the music and movement area, the DCDEE and SACERS-U tool provides

programs with a degree of creative licence on how to incorporate dramatic play into the classroom

environment. Below are the three dramatic play mediums provided by the SACERS-U tool.                                         

Theater: Set Activity Area: Playscapes:

Theater areas for

students to conduct

plays and drama

productions

Housekeeping areas or set

dramatic play activity centers

with student-sized furniture and

materials

Playscapes like train set

tables, doll houses, puppet

shows, and fairy gardens

with play materials

All three types of dramatic play experiences count toward Subscale 22 in the SACERS-U assessment tool.

Providers must provide other types of dramatic play materials; however, providing a well equipped theater or

playscape area meets the parameters of a set dramatic play area.  Having these areas is helpful for multi-age

school age programs with older students who might shy away from a traditional set activity area geared for

younger students. 

 

As with all activity areas, dramatic play materials do not have to be located in one specific area. Dramatic

play materials can be scattered in different licensed areas used by the school age program throughout the

day. As long as dramatic play materials are accessible, they are counted within the SACERS-U assessment

tool.                                                                                                                                                                                 

Types of Materials 

Subscale 22.5.1 highlights that students must have a variety of dramatic play materials for both boys and girls.

As with the other activity areas, a set number of materials is not set out. A good rule of thumb is to provide

students with at least three materials examples. This variety ensures that students have enough materials to

both engage in play and participate in a wide range of dramatic play expierences.                                                    

Materials Examples: Dress-up clothes

Costumes

Doll House and dolls

Puppets

Playscapes and play sets

Play food and accessories

Child sized furniture

Stage props

Train tables and accessories

 



Dramatic play materials should equally represent both genders. Taking a moment to reflect on

the types of materials in the classroom will help fill any noticeable materials gaps. Program

coordinators and group leaders should reflect on any wall pictures hanging in the dramatic

play area. The dramatic play area provides a perfect space to include culturally diverse photos

and pictures of individuals participating in non-gender stereotyped roles. Depictions of male

caregivers and female workers will help strengthen Subscale 22.5.2 and parts of Subscale 26

that deal with cultural diversity. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

Dramatic Play

Teacher Participation
Teacher participation is key to effective dramatic play.  Subscale 22.3.2 highlights the

requirement of teacher input and dramatic play support. It is best practice for group leaders

to help extend dramatic play by offering suggestions, assisting the development of dramatic

roles, and helping students construct drama productions. 

 

SACERS-U assessors will monitor the dramatic play interactions between staff and students to

ensure that group leaders provide adequate support to students. Making dramatic play

development a daily source of teacher/child communication will not only extend the level of

conversations during a potential assessment, but will help deepen the development of

dramatic play concepts throughout the program year. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

How to Support Students with Dramatic Play

Extending the dramatic play experience doesn't have to be hard. Programs

can provide students with enriching drama experiences with a bit of

planning and some forethought. Some ways to extend staff support to

dramatic play include:

 

Making sure that students have enough drama props and accessories

Helping create a student screenplay or performance for parents

Taking field trips to theater studios or colleges

Bringing in drama experts

Creating stories and books with students

Helping students create props or dramatic play clothes

Participating in dramatic play with students

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                



Language and Reading
Language and Reading Space
A strong language and reading area is a great tool to help extend school day learning goals. An inviting

language and reading area provides students with an engaging space to develop literacy skills without the

stress of timed spelling tests or book reports. 

 

Like all quite centers, program coordinators and group leaders should place literacy and reading areas in

more secluded zones of the classroom. A designated book area away from louder activity centers helps

students better relax and fully engage in the material they are reading. The same concept is true with

language specific centers like a writing table or homework area. Placing these activities in quieter spots

maximizes effectiveness and helps students fully concentrate.                     

 

Remember, comfort is necessary for an effective language and reading area. Students spend a majority of

time reading on the ground. Soft carpet, a comfortable chair, and plenty of pillows will provide a degree of

softness to help increase reading comprehension and make any book area inviting.                                                   

Materials
The SACERS-U tool highlights three important types of language and reading materials that should be

included in a quality school age environment. Print materials like age appropriate books, encyclopedias,

reference books, and magazines are great additions to any reading area. Make an effort to include print

materials for different age groups to meet the needs of all students in the program. Labeling books in order

of reading level will help promote independence and sorting at the end of the program day. 

 

The SACERS-U tool also encourages students to bring appropriate books from home to read in groups or

independently. Program coordinators and group leaders should screen these books to stay within DCDEE

guidelines for appropriate materials. Subscale 23.5.2 requires that group leaders read aloud to students at

least weekly. Having a set group reading time during transitions or free play is an easy way to meet this

requirement and promote communal reading skills.    

 

The second type of language material highlighted by the SACER-U tool is audio material. Audio books and

songs on tape are great ways for individual students to engage in reading and story development. High

quality audio materials also provide younger students with reading choices and help emerging readers

develop key language skills.                                                                                                                                          



Language and Reading
Games are also identified by the SACERS-U tool as appropriate language and reading

materials. Games like Picture Lotto, Pictionary, Taboo Jr., and Scrabble Jr. provide great

group centered games that focus on word development and phonics.  Older students can

also utilize language materials like crossword puzzles, language cards, and word find games

to develop literacy skills. 

 

School age providers can make these games independently or access created templates

online or through resource platforms. Remember, some online resources might have fees or

subscription requirements attached. 

Important Language and Reading Materials

Print Material:  Books

Magazines

Encylopedias

Dictionaries

Search and Finds

Globes and Maps

Audio Material:  CD's

Cassettes

Books On Tape

Records

Live Music

MP3's

Games:  Pictionary Jr.

Scrabble Jr.

Word Searches

Flash Cards

Cranium

Taboo Jr.

Books and Diversity
School age programs must have a wide selection of books available to students. Diversity

and cultural competence is an essential aspect of a high quality program, and therefore

included in the SACERS-U tool. 

 

Make sure that books and reading materials include characters and content that focus on:

Different ages

Different abilities 

Different cultures and ethnicities 

Postive depictions of alternative gender roles



Science and Math
For many school age programs, space requirements often limit science and math materials into the same

general area. Since the SACERS-U tool does not discriminate where materials can be located, combining

these activity areas is often a great solution. Science and math resources often use the same general

problem solving, numerical, and charting skills. Placing these areas together helps students have quick

accessibility to the materials they need to be creative. As with language areas, keep math and science

centers stationed in more quiet areas of the classroom. Using shelves will help reduce the noise that can

trickle into this area.

Materials
Both the science and math areas need to have materials accessible at least weekly for play. These materials

do not need to be in a set area, and can be set out on tables or the floor for use. 

 

Math area games like Sorry, dominoes, backgammon, checkers, and Monopoly encourage counting and

sorting. Other math materials like shape blocks, Kenex, and Legos can be incorporated from other centers to

promote math concepts like addition, subtraction, and pattern development. 

 

These math materials fit in perfectly with science specific materials like magnets, rocks, measuring tools,

scales, and microscopes. Students should also have access to living objects for science play either inside or

outside. Activities like planting flowers, growing seeds in a window, filling bird feeders, and taking care of

DCDEE approved pets provide students with a hands-on opportunity to build STEM skills and practice

scientific observation. SACERS Subscale 25.5.2 states that a program needs to provide students with a

chance to care and observe living things. Providing science materials like living plants, a garden, or a

classroom pet meet this criteria. 

Math Materials:

Puzzles 

Number Games 

Dominoes

Math Board Games

Light Brights

Chess

Checkers

Shape Boards

Measuring Cups

 

Science Materials:

Science Books

Natural Objects

Magnets

Measuring Materials

Living Things

Science Games

Terrariums

Magnifying Glasses

Microscopes



Science and Math
Expansion of Knowledge

A key aspect of a strong Science and Math area is teacher involvement. The SACERS-U tool

stresses that teachers and group leaders use lesson plans and interactions to help develop

reasoning and STEM skills with students. 

 

With math development, teachers need to incorporate math concepts into daily activities.

Having students keep score during games, count the number of students needing snack, and

keeping time during gross motor activities are quick and easy ways to bring math concepts

into the classroom.

 

For science development, group leaders need to help students dive further into scientific

discovery through special activities and field trips. Subscale 25.5.3 states that programs

need to incorporate at least two special science activities into their curriculum every year.

Activities like visits to science-centered locations, bringing in a science expert, or planting a

garden all count towards this requirement. 

 

Make sure to include these activities on the DCDEE school age lesson plan document in

case assessors or DCDEE consultants ask for evidence of these special learning events. 

Quick Tips

STEM lesson plan development doesn't have to be difficult. Below are some

great resources for creating fun STEM activities for students:

Edutopia provides great resources for students looking for hands-on

robotics and mathematics activities.  (www.edutopia.org)

Afterschool Alliance is the go-to place for current STEM activities and

school age curriculum development (www.afterschoolalliance.org)

National Center for Summer Learning has multiple handouts and

resource guides for incorporating STEM into the classroom (www.ncsl.org)



NC School Age Program
Activity Area Guide 

Art:
Materials Special Projects 
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

Music and Movement:

Materials 
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

Special Projects 
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________



Blocks and Construction:

Materials 
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

Space and Storage 
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

Accessories 

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Dramatic Play:
Materials 
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

Special Projects 
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________



Language and Reading:

Materials 
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

Book Diversity 
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

Science and Math:
Materials 
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

Living Things 
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

Special Projects 

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________



For more information about the North Carolina CCR&R School Age Initiative contact:
 

Jonathan Williams
North Carolina School Age Program Coordinator

Email: williams.jon@swcdcinc.org
Phone: 828.450.9218


